FRENCH INDO-CHINA
Even a short sojourn in prison before the Inquiry makes eliciting a
practically impossible. Reliable witnesses are hard to get.
The         of them are often unjustly detained for days, so that blood
are almost the only witnesses available, and they are naturally
not disinterested. Acquittal is inevitable if the accused is wealthy, for
even the parents of the injured party can be bought off, and the case
be	for lack of evidence. Facts make little impression on the
at best, and he has also a flair for imaginative lying.
was recognized by the Annamite code, which devoted an entire
to ciroiiHventing prevarication. The only hope of foiling frauds*
is to	the accused to an immediate trial, so that the chances for
corruption are minimized. The prisoner is questioned
by three or four different magistrates. The Annamite is
as to why they each ask him the same set of questions, and he
to         different answers. He does not grasp the fact that his
are	down, and that his dossier accompanies him from one
to	Moreover, the Annamite expects punishment to follow
the verdict, and he is puzzled by the unaccountable
The whole	of French justice, to insure every
injustice, escapes the Annamite mentality.
other obstacles are encountered there is the initial
of	on the criminal. Although the etat ami was
in 1887 *n Codbin-Chma, and in 1916 for the other coun-
it is as \et	for the rural districts. Nor can satisfaction
be	by	over the delinquent's property, for it belongs
to fcis family, tad it is in the form of isolated strips which
arc	for	exploitation. Imprisonment for debts
by Varenne, so        creditors feel as if their last resource
hftdl	In	law the punishment of a debtor extended
to b»	a         serious guarantee. Moreover, in
of	omnipresojt factor of gaming has
m	to	in	social and mental
the                       tit to	should be appied m
the	admitted that the
be	customs serve^ whea
to	As it wofked 0ut, usfortiHwtely,
tfe«	in the Prptcctoimtes,
in                     for the	of the                 was stower
in n^ 1931'         many

